TINY BUBBLES

Words and Music by LEON POBER
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(English) Tiny bubbles; (tiny bubbles) in the wine (in the wine) Make me happy (make me happy) Make me feel fine. (make me feel fine) Tiny

(Hawaiian) HU' A LI'I (HU' A LI'I) I KA WAI' NA (I KA WAI' NA) AU HAU'

O' LI (AU HAU' O' LI) I KA WA AU I - NU (I KA WA AU I - NU) HU' A

Li'I (HU' A Li'I) WAI' HA-A WI HOI HOI____ With a A I'

bubbles (tiny bubbles) Make me warm all
Feelin' that I'm gonna love you till the end of time.

Last time Fine

1. So, here's to the golden moon,
   And

2. So, here's to the ginger lei
   I

Here's to the silver sea;

And mostly, here's a kiss that

Tiny

Toast will not fade a way.